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CURRENTS ON THE SURFACE OF AN INFINITE CYLINDER
EXCITED BY AN AXIAL SLOT*

BY

C. H. PAPAS and RONOLD KING
Cruft Laboratory, Harvard University

1. Summary. The distribution of surface-current density is determined on an
axially infinite, perfectly conducting cylinder. A constant distribution of electric field
across a narrow axial slot is assumed given.

2. Introduction. The analysis of the electromagnetic field radiated by a perfectly
conducting circular cylinder of finite length fed by an axial slot becomes quite involved

Fig. A. Infinite cylinder with axial slot. Constant E across mouth of slot.

especially when the end surfaces are rigorously treated. However, if the slot is situated
half way between the ends of the cylinder, the peripheral surface current distribution and
the radiation pattern in the plane through the slot and perpendicular to the axis of the
cylinder is approximately the same as for an infinite cylinder with an infinitely long axial
slot. Therefore, in so far as this peripheral surface current and radiation pattern is con-
cerned, it is only necessary to solve the following problem.

The problem investigated is the distribution of currents on the surface of an axially
infinite cylinder of radius a fed from an axial slot across which is maintained a constant
distribution of electric field defined by

E = M?»(a, 9, Z) = e1E0G(e)e'i"t, (1)

where G{0) is defined as follows:

j 1 for - 6>0/2 < 6 < 90/2

(o for | 6 | > d0/2

and 0i is the unit vector in the 0-direction of the cylindrical co-ordinates r, 6, z.
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Since the cylinder has infinite conductivity, all the components of the A'-field for
r = a and | d | > 90/2 are zero except the radial component Er . Therefore, for r = a, Ee

Fig. B. Cross-section of cylinder with slot.

is constant in the gap and zero outside it. The applied field, Ee, maintains currents in the
0-direction. The field outside the cylinder has only the components Eg , Er , and II7 so
that it is TM (transverse magnetic) and may be regarded as a superposition of cylindrical
waves traveling radially outward from the surface of the cylinder. At great distances
from the cylinder, Er is negligible compared to Ee , so that the field is predominantly
TEM (transverse electromagnetic). As r approaches a, Ee of the radiated field must
approach the Ee of the applied field, and Hz becomes numerically equal to the (^compo-
nent of the surface-current density Je ■

3. Fourier expansion of the applied field. To obtain an analytical expression for
the applied field as given by (1), it is expanded in a complex Fourier series; that is,

E0G(d)e~i'" = X aneine'iat (2)
n = —co

where an are the Fourier coefficients given by

an = £oW~l sin (nd0/2) (3)

By substituting (3) in (2), the Fourier expansion for the applied field is

Ee = EnG{6) e"'"' = Eoir'1 £ nx sin (n0„/2) e"16'"" (4)
«= — <30

This infinite series represents Ee for all values of 6 between — x and x.
4. General expression for field surrounding cylinder. The most general expressions

for Ee and IIz for r > a are the following:1,2

Ee Hll) \kr)bn (5)

and

Hz = £ H^\kr)bnein'~i'" (6)
TO—— CO

where k = 2w/\, X being the free space wavelength, and where H'nn(kr) are the Hankel
functions of the first kind and order n, Hl^'ikr) are the derivatives [d/d(kr)]Il',"(kr),
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and bn are constant coefficients. Er is not involved in the determination of the unknown
coefficients. Expressions (5) and (6) hold for all values r > a and for — x < 0 < ir.

5. Matching at surface of cylinder. At the surface of the cylinder, r = a, expressions
(4) and (5) must be identically equal for all values of 6 between — tt and t. Therefore,

Eoimr)-1 sin (nO„/2) = -(itiw/k)Hll)'(ka)bn . (7)

This equation determines bn for all values of n. Explicitly,

bn = {ikE0 sin (nd0/2)\ / {fiuiirnH^' (ka)}. (8)

By substituting (8) into (6), Hz becomes

Hz = (ikEo/vwr) "if n'1 sin (nd0/2) (9)
n=—<x> H n (ha)

at the surface of the cylinder.
6. Surface-current density. Since J„ is numerically equal to Hz , the surface-current

density around the periphery of the cylinder is

Je = (ikEo/mutt) "if n1 sin (nd0/2) ^ e'"'-""
n = -co 11 n (ka)

The limits of summation in (10) may be changed by using the formulas

H™ (x) = enTiH™(x)

(10)

(11)

Substituting (11) in (10), noting that k/(nu>) = l/(120x) mhos, the following expression
is obtained for J „ .

t — ^°e
J e —

[ido H(ka) ^ sin (nd0/2) F'1' (ka) J—  + 2z y,  77~—- cos nd (12)* L 2 Hi '(ka) n Hll)'(ka) J ^ '120tt L 2 Ho1)r(ka) n H?u(ka)

Let a be the real part and j3 the imaginary part of the bracketed expression in (12) so that
this becomes

Je = (120-7T2) ~ 1E0e~ '"'(a + iff) (13)

For any given values of the parameters 60 and ka, a and /3 are functions of the angle 9.
The absolute value of Je is given by

| Je | = (1207r2)-1£/„(a2 + p2)1/2 (14)

7. Radiation pattern. The radiation pattern is the distribution of | Et | about the
cylinder along a circle whose radius r is so large that it is in the far zone defined by
kr 1. The formula for Eg is obtained by substituting (8) in (5). The result, which is
valid for kr > ka, is

„ V." sin (n#./2E- ' ' E* S. —IT- WW' (I5)
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Since in (15) a very good approximation to the infinite series is obtained by summing
from n = — M to n = +M where M = 40, it is permissible to use the following asympto-
tic form when kr 5?> 1 and kr » M.

Hll)'(kr) a* i(2/Tkr)U2eilkr-l{2n+1)/i]I) (16)

Substituting (16) into (15) and changing the limits of summation, Ee (for far zone)
becomes

Ee = 7r-Xe"i"'(2/1rfcr)1/VtV/(T/4)[fl„{2ff<1)'(fca)}-1

(17)
+ 2 T. sin (nOn/2)e '"T/2 {nli'nv"{ka) j 1 cos nd]
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The factor in front of the first square bracket is a complex constant independent of 6.
Denoting the complex quantity in the square brackets by 8 + it, and taking the absolute
value of both sides of (17), the following expression is obtained for Ee which defines the
radiation pattern

E, ~ [5 + it]-, | Ee | ~ (52 + e2)1/2 (18)

80 100
0 IN DEGREES

8. Computations. For suitably chosen values of d0 and ka, a and 0 were computed
using tables of Hankel functions <3> for orders n = 0 to n = 20. For n greater than 20,
use was made of the asymptotic form

Hjl) (ka) (ka
H™'Qca) W (19)

which holds for (ka)2 « 2n + 1. Forty terms were used in the calculation.
9. Results. The current density on the periphery of cylinders of Various sizes

(ka = 1/10, 1/2, 2, 3, and 4) and for two sizes of gap (60 = 1/10 and 1/20) were calculated
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using (13). The results are in Figs. 1-6. Figures 1, 2 and 3 show plots of a, 0
and (a2 + /32)1/2 as functions of the angle 6 for 60 = 1/10. Note that a and /3 are propor-
tional, respectively, to the real and imaginary parts of the surface-current density Je
(a2 + 02)1/2 is proportional to the magnitude | Js |. Figures 4, 5, and 6 show corresponding
plots of a, /3, and (a2 + 02)1/2 for 0„ = 1/20.

RADIATION PATTERN.

versus e
FOR e0= 0.05

120 160 200 220
e IN DEGREES

For ka = 1/10, the current density about the periphery of the cylinder is almost
constant. For ka = 1/2, 2, 3, and 4 there is a standing-wave pattern about the periphery.
In all the cases considered, the current near the gap is larger than the current near
6 = 180°. By narrowing the gap from 9 = 1/10 to 0O = 1/20, the overall level of current
density was decreased, since reducing the size of the gap is essentially tantamount to
decreasing the strength of the source.
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The radiation patterns for the two gap sizes d0 = 0.1 and 60 = 0.05 (Figs. 7 and 8)
show that the radius of the cylinder has a marked effect. For ka = 0.1, the pattern is
uniform. With increasing values of ka the patterns become nonuniform. This is to be
expected since when ka is small the current distribution has a uniform amplitude about
the periphery of the cylinder, whereas when ka is increased, standing waves obtain.
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